
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HYZ ENERGY 



POSITIVITY 
 

As the world right now might be on a shutdown but on the other hand 
the world is also healing from all of the Harm that have been done 
from the Past 20 Years as after Year 2000 the Rate of All Harmful gases 
and Animal Rare Species Being Extinct has been so Common that about 
30 Different Species of Animal's and About 75 Plants Species and About 
5 well know Places Have all gone extinct just because of the Needs of 
the Human kind which Include Electricity Being on the top Of the List in 
order for ManKind to live, Electricity is being used to everywhere from 
breathing - Living, but Electricity is not the Main reason for all of these 
Problems The Problem is From the Ways it is being Made as the Ways 
Of generating electricity is not Safe for the World even the Renewable 
ways also as they give negative and Positive effects to the World in 
which Positive Points are less And more Of negative Points. 



COVID_19 
CORONAVIRUS 

 
This Virus has Taken all the World in its Trap and is Still spreading Through 
the Human Kind but on the other side it's not even affecting the Wild life so 
to think this virus is planted or not planted we can't give a strong statement 
but to be Familiar to it we will have to have ideas to save Other Personalities 
in our society E.G our Elder Personalities and Unmature Kids so ways to find 
those ideas will be available if we will be Working from now and have a ideas 
for the upcoming days when the Virus threat will be over then we all will 
have to stay together and make a path to bring the Market on its feet again 
as soon as possible as the Market has gotten so much Damage and Downfall 
already and more will not be affordable, We need Your Ideas As well. 



Our Idea 
We have Brought Famous Minds Together And Wanted to have a 
Solution for a Better tomorrow So we had Many Ideas That were 
Among the Thinking of Many Scientist But We Still wanted A 
break That should not only work in one place or in a specific 
Environment & Industry But Which Will be able to work in all 
Main fields by any Means,Because of Many reason we were not 
able to have all in one feature Machinery For many years But 
sometimes the smallest things in the world do seem small but 
always behind every small work there is a Past/Working done to it 
so we were amazed to see how a small wave from a very far 
distance that is made from a Boat or Wind can turn into a Tide or 
tsunami one day but through some forces it really does which is 
so unbelievable that a small wave or a small push of a wind can 
create such great Destructive Natural Disaster Maker but it can so 
Our conclusion was to find a device that can handle a lot of force 
yet be able to double the power on every stage for that reason we 
Chose HYDROPOWER 



OUR STORY 
 

We HYZ Energy wanted to Help the World and make a Product that will not 
harm Living, Non Living, Environment & Humanity so we took Years of Data 
on what is the Product that is the Most harmful out off all and our analises 
came to a point that the world Greatest Reason of Pollution is through 

1. House & Business Electricity Usage through Alternative ways. 

2.Transport & other Small Factors, 

So in order to have Usage of Electricity and make A engine that does not 
produce Harm we came up with a solution that will be able to work as a 
Engine,Pump & Generator which means a combo that will be able to give 
power to all the Rare and Common Industry around the world and reduce the 
overall pollution from transport 85%, House & Business 95% this was a 
thought till 2012 but has become reality in 2020 



Our Mission 
 

As much as we needed to get into the idea of creating electricity i a lot 
cheaper and environment friendly way we also wanted to make it as 
clean as we can and not waste the natural resources that will be used 
so we came up with an idea in 2011 we executed the idea and made a 
machine till 2012 it took this much time because we did not have any 
blueprint or a sketch or a ready made model so in order to make a 
idea into reality we were on our best speed the Model that was 
created in 2012 was built in such way that it was able to work by 
taking 35 % input and give 65 % output which was the result that we 
already had with the already built machines in the world so then we 
created another model in 2013 that model had a problem that it 
needed a continues flow of water in order to work which was not 
possible as we wanted a portable, silent & Convenient Machine. 



Our Work 
 

 

In 2015 we built a model that was fully operational by 
using the method of circulation but it was using a lot of 
input Energy and low output So we had to change the 
model as it was not as we wanted so after 4.2 Years we 
made a Machine and Named it HYDROCELL the Name Only 
tells almost all about the Machine Hydro for our idea was 
using Water and process of Hydropower, Cell as all the 
components inside look like cell, the main component are 
HYDRAULICS,TURBINE,ALTERNATOR & WATER, we had 
been trying to work out a model just like this for the world 
in order to be able to get it out and running in the market 
so we used the Method Of OSCILLATION to convert the 
Mechanical energy of HYDRAULICS into Electrical or Usage 
Energy so we did it and proved some of the Theories 
wrong as well that cant be Disclosed For some reasons. 



HYDROCELL 
 
 

We HYZ Energy company Finally had Brought our Idea 
into reality by Building a model in 2020 Which was 
able to bring the Pressure from 1000 Meter height 
into a Small compact HYDROCELL which is Portable, 
Effective,Cheap,Renewable & Environment Friendly 
Machine HYDROCELL only needed 24V to Make 
100KW - 20 MW in size of a Generator and above in 
size of a Station can be made in customer's Willing 
size. HYDROCELL can be Placed Anywhere Until the 
Base Of the Machine is on Flat ground a little Uneven 
is acceptable. 



MECHANISM 
So Finally our Work & Idea came into Reality 
and is now out and ready to be provided to the 
Socity We HYZ Energy have Finally gave a new 
Meaning to the Term All in One as Our Machine 
HYDROCELL will be able to be used in 
Cars,Planes,Boats Industries where Pumps are 
Needed & many many more Industries We HYZ 
Energy not only will be Supporting the 
Environment with HYDROCELL but we will be 
able to play a very Huge role in Bringing the 
Market of the World on to its feet Very Fast so 
we HYZ Energy whoud Like to have you 
Suggestions On our This Invention the More 
Spread the More Better. 



We HYZ Energy know that we Might have changed the Cource Of Industry but in this 
Mightly Great Populated world we know that there are and will be Great minded 
Personalities so we would love to hear Ideas that will Be able to Change History Again 
Our Idea was Made and had started working in 2011 since that there have been 
839,532,184 carshave been made more then ,12,780,786,872 KTOE of CO2 was 
produced into the air and more than 56,980,567 Invention were made & many more 
has happened over the Years so Offcource over the cource of these years the Things 
that changed would help us built Another much Better idea But for that we will be 
have to combine minds of the top people but HYZ Energy belives that a thinking of a 
Normal Peron is better then 50 Scientest so we would love to Hear the Ideas that will 
be Able to be turned into reality with the Cource of hard work if you are the one who 
can or is having and Idea of Such do let us know as well. 
 
 
 
 
 



 


